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About This Game

With innovative technologies such as fly-by-wire controls, sophisticated systems for night and all-weather operations and the
ability to carry a variety of weapons, the F-16 continually proves to be the workhorse of the USAF. Victorious in all of its air-to-

air engagements, the awesome reputation of the F-16 is undisputed.
Features

Authentic Lockheed Martin approved flight model and avionics

Flight tested by Lockheed Martin F-16 Chief Test Pilot, John Fergione

Get airborne and begin combat in minutes

Fast 3Dfx™ support, up to 1024 x 768 with Voodoo2™ [Incredible with SLI]

Fully interactive 3D virtual cockpit accurately reflects the F-16's current conditions and can be viewed at any time

40 single player missions plus 12 multiplayer missions - 6 deathmatch and 6 A.W. (Air War) cooperative missions
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Mission design tool to create your own scenarios and share them with friends

Use F-16's LANTIRN for night vision and precision bombings

6 degrees of freedom graphics system for unrestricted views of the action

FREE Large-scale Internet play via NovaWorld — go head-to-head with over 120 F-16 Multirole Fighters, MiG-29
Fulcrums and F-22 Raptors in one arena
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This was a suprisingly good game! Story is interesting and graphics are good, and puzzles are interesting. Theres lots of scenes
and all they are very well made. I've got no bad things to say about this one. Nice casual way to spend some hours. Sometimes
there's lots of jumping around, but you've got the map, use it ;) Strongly recommended!. The puzzles are pretty annoying. nice
indie game, similar style to Dr mario for those of you that remember it.
:)

. A sports game that makes me feel like I don't need to go outside. Doesn't make you self-conscious about not going outside, and
it is a great time waster. 10/10 IGN 2011. I have played this game thru 3 times, each time has been different and I have found
things that I missed during my other games. I really liked the storyline and the game play. But i dont like that the babies dont
grow up. It does need a few more quests, like side quests after the main story is over, There are objects in the game that I have
found no purpose for, but im assuming that those quests are coming, like Django recipe book or the air compressor. You guys
are doing a great job on this game and I hope that it keeps improving. how about letting us venture out into other areas of the
world. Just ideas but I love this game, Ill probably play it thru again. FREEDOM FARTS. It's usefull, especially for those who
have experience with more professional art software, this can keep you focused on the small pixely nature of a sprite versus the
more artistic flowing freedom of a bust graphic, or face graphic. Kind of kerjiggering an MV base into it to work on some MV
stuff, but this is definately a helping hand with keeping things together.

WARNING: The biggest resource this has, is its own tools and layout systems. Do not buy if your expecting to use this primarily
as a generator usng the included parts, you will be dissapointed, But please do take some time to look at them for inspiration,
they can help with your designs, especially if your new to spriting.
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First episode review:

+ Excellent narrative
+ Humor
+ Characters you care for
+ Action segments are awesome
+ Style *and* substance
+ Excellent voice acting

- QTEs happen a bit too fast (but are still manageable)
- Loot system feels a bit tacked on; needs some work

[Rating: 89/100]. classic game, first time played it more than a decade ago when we still had gaming magazines that included
demos on CD's
loved the game back then as a kid and i finally got around to playing it as a whole game, it did not disappoint me

game is a masterpiece of its time.. A fun little side bit to the game, but definitely overpriced. I am glad I snagged it at half price
or I'd have been very disappointed in the value.. Once again, Invert Mouse has a gem. Vinty is still awkward and behind on rent,
Excelia is still a stuck up snob that you kind of feel sorry for and THIS time, there's ghosts involved... Oh, and ice cream
sandwiches, yum! Seriously though, WoWi3 is perfect. Go get it, trust me.. Charming yet utterly hilarious. A real pleasure to
play..  Pros: 
Deep but not complex, fun characters/abilities, no grind/farming, runs smoothly

 What I'd like to see: 
Progression system (ranks, matchmaking score, etc), more players

https://youtu.be/oLCDMSZWVNE. Buy it before it becomes infested with 12 yr old FNAF ♥♥♥♥♥♥s.
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